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Solve the puzzle using the written clues on the right, and the picture clues across the page! 
If there are some clues you can’t figure out, don’t worry. Ask afriend or do some research 

to find the answer!
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NATURE CROSSWORD
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ACROSS:
1. endangered black & white bears
7. feline
9. ______ & fauna
11. American buffalo
12. Animals closely related to sheep
14. decay, decompose
15.15. tide____ (sheltered home for small marine creatures)
16. narrow valley
17. the Spanish word for “bear”
18. super_____ (the explosion of a star)
20. a bird’s home
21. great ape found in Central Africa
23. one of several curved bones that protect the heart & lungs
24.24. large, horned, plant-eating mammal (for short)
28. tiny, loose rocks that often cover beaches
30. small bird with a red breast
31. salt water separated from the sea by a reef, sandbank, etc
33. large fish in the mackerel family (people like to eat it 
      on sandwiches!)
35. rain + dirt = ______
36.36. the foot of a deer, horse, etc.
37. domesticated, wooly animal related to the camel
39. bumble_____ (fuzzy insect that buzzes!)
40. ebb & ____ (tidal water movement)
42. where bears hibernate in winter
43. to rescue / protect from harm (verb)
46. _______ borealis (Northern Lights)
49.49. large, wading bird with a curved bill - considered sacred in 
      ancient Egyptian culture
50. a mathematical plot or diagram
51. mother, for short
52. sugary liquid that transports nutrients through a plant
53. location / area of ground
54. snake-like fish
55.55. lion zodiac symbol
57. a young horse
58. killer whale
60. a large extinct flightless bird
62. bug
65. _____ & outs
67. something that connects two points
69. 69. spider
71. large member of the deer family 
72. Finding ______ (animated movie about a clownfish!)
73. wild cat with a short tail and tufted ears
74. a learning process (often in school)
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1. process by which plants use sunlight to make food/energy
2. tide with the least difference between high & low water levels
3. by-the-wind ______ (jellyfish that uses the wind to move)
4. large raptor
5. cold-blooded marine animal with gills & fins
6. a type of animal that forms colourful reefs (and looks like a plant!)
8. 8. fingers of the feet!
9. amphibian with no tail (often jumps!)
10. _____ Angeles (city in California)
11. small species of chimpanzee
13. small insect that often lives in a social colony
16. a large knot in a tree
19. to go spend some time with (verb)
21. 21. African mammals with long necks
22. sound a cow makes
25. type of shark with an unusually-shaped head
26. large type of lizard, often lives in trees
27. shake your head “yes”
29. a pair of people or things
32. Arctic whale with one very long tooth / tusk
34. 34. opposite of “yes”
38. ______ don’t shop (when getting a pet)
39. a species of 4 DOWN with a white head
41. how a dog moves its tail
44. large sea snail with a beautiful, shiny shell
45. a family of venemous snakes
47. ______ major (Big Dipper star constellation)
48. 48. bird family that includes crakes, coots, & moorhens
51. a beluga whale’s forehead
56. large body of salt water
59. measure of land size
61. wild dog species of Australia
62. covered in dye or pigment (like an octopus!)
63. to domesticate an animal (verb)
64. 64. small mammal related to rabbits, often living on 
       rocky mountain slopes
66. the sun, starts, moon, and clouds are all up in the _____
68. sick, unwell
70. type of bottom-dwelling fish, commonly eaten by humans
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Can you help the salm
on find its w
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About The Book
These are difficult times. The COVID-19 pandemic is changing the way we live our daily lives, all 
around the world. Children and adults alike are having to #StayHome to help #FlattenTheCurve 

and keep themselves (and their communities) safe.
 

To help you stay calm, stay creative, keep learning, and beat the boredom of #QuarantineLife, 8 artists 
hhave collaborated to bring you this FREE Nature Activity Book - perfect for nature lovers of all ages!

About The Artists
All participating artists are excited to bring you this book for FREE! Show your appreciation for their 

time, energy, and talent by following them on social media or purchasing from their shop.

Usage Rights

This book, and all the pages therein, were created for your free enjoyment. However, copyright and exclusive usage rights 

are retained by the individual artists. It is not permitted to distribute, replicate, modify, publish, or sell this Activity 

Book or any of the pages therein without written permission from the artist. Thanks for your respect and understanding!


